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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
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Given the proliferation in the market of numerous luminous beacons magnetically
coupled to the vehicle, NETUN SOLUTIONS, S.L. wants to inform you of the
following:
a) NETUN SOLUTIONS owns several patents on the beacon that it
manufactures and commercializes under the name of HELP FLASH.
Other than Spain, NETUN SOLUTIONS has patent rights in Canada,
Brazil, China, Korea, the United States, Israel, Japan and Mexico.
NETUN SOLUTIONS is also the holder of a pending European
patent application that, once granted, may grant protection in more
than 30 countries of the continent. These rights allow NETUN
SOLUTIONS to prosecute anyone who imports, distributes or
commercializes beacons that use the same or similar proprietary
technology.
b) The HELP FLASH brand is the only one that identifies the beacons
manufactured by NETUN SOLUTIONS and that comply with the
quality and protection standards that it guarantees. NETUN does not
sell its beacon under any different brand nor license its technology
to third parties, being able to claim judicially the seizure and
destruction of those products not authorized so much to those who
sell it, as to those who import and distribute.
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c) HELP FLASH is approved by the General Directorate of Traffic
(IDIADA PC19010175) as V16 signal. The private use of nonhomologated light signals is not allowed according to the Law on
Traffic, Motor Vehicle Traffic and Road Safety (Article 61.2). In
addition to exposing themselves to administrative sanctions for this,
the use of non-approved lighting devices can be dangerous for the
occupants of the vehicle and the rest that circulates on the roads,
lacking the technical visibility requirements that are considered safe
by the Traffic Department.
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